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BACKGROUND

From residential roof tops to solar farms, single conductor PV
(photovoltaic) cable can be used for panel monitoring and
controls, panel to junction box, panel to collector, collector to
inverter and grounding applications for photovoltaic systems. This
type of cable can also be used for lighting and power applications
and may be installed in raceways, duct, direct burial and aerial
installations. 

PROBLEM

General-purpose USE-2 wire is a commonly used cable
specification that has migrated into PV applications. With USE-2
wire not having been developed specifically for PV use there are
some limitations and drawbacks. USE-2 Wire is rated to 90°C in
wet and dry conditions at 600 volts and meant only for grounded
applications. The new NEC codes will also stipulate that USE-2 can
only be used for direct burial and anything above ground must be
UL 4703 (PV rated cable).

SOLUTION

To complement its dual jacket PowerLink solar cable Amphenol
Industrial Global Operations has developed a UL rated single
jacket single conductor PV cable. This wire is rated at 90˚C wet or
dry for interconnect wiring of grounded or ungrounded
photovoltaic power systems as described in section 690.31(A) and
other applicable parts of the National Electric code (NEC), NFPA70.
The single jacket PV wire is rated at 600V to 2000V and can be
used in exposed and direct burial installations. By only having a
single jacket the outside diameter of the cable is smaller than the
dual jacket version and unlike our dual jacket version, can be
produced in multiple colors (black, white, red, blue, green, yellow
or orange). The multiple color options allow for circuit
discrimination during installation. 

So the final product is one that is smaller in diameter, can
reach up to 2000V, be used in grounded or ungrounded
applications, meets above ground NEC regulations, and comes
in a variety of colors.
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